Rice Featured In September Houston Issue

Physics Building, Chidor Act Shown On Cover — Mechanical Laboratory and Library

The Rice Institute is featured highly on the cover of the fall issue of a magazine dealing with activities in the Rice vicinity.

The article describes popular laboratory and library activities of the Rice Institute. For instance, it mentions the Houston Institute of Technology, a junior engineering college, and the construction of a new laboratory building. It also highlights the importance of student involvement and the role of the administration in fostering an active campus life.

Official Rice Dance Draws Big Attendance

Saturday Night Ball For This Week at Houston Club Is Last Event

The annual dance draws a large crowd and is a significant social event for the students of the Rice Institute.

Meagher's Owls Off to Oklahoma For Game With Strong Sooner Eleven at Norman This Saturday

Southwest Conference Is Watching Strongest Owl Team of Years For First Inter-sectional Battle

The article discusses the upcoming football game between Meagher's Owls and the Oklahoma Sooners. It mentions the strength of the Oklahoma Sooners and the importance of this game as a test of the Owls' abilities.

Fall Tennis Tourney Will Begin Monday

First Round To Be Played Not Later Than Oct. 5

The article announces the start of the fall tennis tournament, which is scheduled to begin on Monday, October 5.

New Advisory Board Will Head Y.W.C.A.

A new Advisory Board and a Board of Directors will head the Y.W.C.A. this year.

First Breakfast of Crummer Hall Held

First breakfast of Crummer Hall was held on Monday, October 5, attended by about 90 students.

Rice Students Roll Their Own Now That Texas Cigarette Tax Has Gone Into Effect

The article discusses the impact of the new cigarette tax on Rice students and their ability to roll their own cigarettes.

Beekecker for Rice Freshmen

Set Forth in Simple Language

The Beekecker is a publication for Rice freshmen, providing information and guidelines.

New Record Is Approached In Tax Drive

The article reports on the progress of the tax drive, which aims to raise funds for the university.

Funeral Services For Dishorn

Funeral services were held for Mrs. Dishorn, who was a prominent figure in the university community.

Rice A.S. M. E. Announces Plans For New Year's Eve At Last Meeting

The article announces plans for the New Year's Eve celebration, which is an annual event at the Rice Institute.

Notices}

The article contains various notices, including announcements of events and activities, changes in student affairs, and important dates.

Miscellaneous}

The article includes miscellaneous items, such as the death of a student, the purchase of a new building, and a note about a new course being offered.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor of The Thresher:

It has long been known that pulsating units of the brain synchronize with the shape of brain waves, and so we have always kept up with it. We are the source, the brain wave. We receive pulses, and we appreciate it.

Yours Truly,
Mark

The Thresher
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Jardine & Songe

SOCIETY

JULIUS OHLER IS PLEDGER OF TYPHA KAPPA PHI MEDICAL FRATERNITY

The annual pledge meeting of the TYPHA KAPPA PHI Medical Fraternity was held Thursday night last, in the offices of the fraternity on the campus of Williamsburg College.

At the meeting, Julius Ohlcr, a sophomore, was elected a pledge of the fraternity.

Rev. W. S. Tompkins, pastor of the Methodist church in Williamsburg, was the guest speaker at the meeting.

The fraternity is one of the oldest in the state, and is composed of students in the medical field.

JULY 2

THE KICK THREASHER

The summer edition of The Thresher will be published in July, and will contain a special section on the history of the college.

The special section will include articles on the history of the college, the history of the fraternity, and the history of the city.
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San Jacinto Dean Stresses College Need

"Now is a fine invitation, a better moment than ever to enroll in San Jacinto College," said Dean Stresses, president of the United States. "Miss Johnson goes on to say that San Jacinto College, while limited to those of educational opportunity, has shown that the greatest problem of education for those of opportunity and ability, and in these days we do not know how to offer them up to the limit of right of education."

"Every boy and girl, regardless of whether they make the highest grades or not, should be given the opportunity to develop the abilities that are in them, to do the things that are possible, and that are not possible. Only a city, university, with such a program, will give this opportunity to boys and girls of Houston who are not.

"I am not in a position to afford the boy in the country, to whom I will not do out, to know what he is capable of. We want boys and girls who are capable of doing the things that are possible, and that are not possible."

First Seminar Of Years Held By Engineers

The first engineering seminar of the semester was held last Friday at the New Ray at the University of Houston. The seminar was interested in "Engineering in the Building Construction." Its was an engineering seminar of the afternoon's advantage found in this type of construction, chief of which was the elimination of noise, saving in time and saving in material, and proving the economy of the structure.

Rice Thresher Is Printed at Laboratory

For the third semester year in the laboratory, the Turf and Grassland Laboratory, 60% of the classes, etc., etc., etc. The Turf and Grassland Laboratory, 60% of the classes, etc., etc., etc.

Notice to Students

The student should be informed of the examination periods and in the examination periods, which is the second day of the week. Notice to Students.

Notice to Students

For a limited time only PARKER DEALERS will give FREE with the purchase of a Parker Pen, Parker's new "Roller," $5.95, and "pencils to match". Do not put off your order.
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Pearson Heads List of Runners Back for Squad

By DANNY VINOCK

Not only was Pearson's record for the most points scored by a student in college football broken last year, but he also became the youngest man to have ever completed an unbroken series of 1000 consecutive touchdowns for a team. This year, Pearson is expected to continue his string of successes and further enhance his reputation as one of the greatest players in the history of football.

Owls Claw Kate In 32-0 Blowout On Rice Field

The Owls defeated Rice last week by a score of 32-0, with Pearson leading the way with a total of ten touchdowns. The Owls were dominant throughout the game, with Pearson's speed and agility proving too much for the Rice defense. The Owls will now look to continue their winning streak as they prepare for their next game.
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ENGINEERING BUILDING—Buildings and campuses in most of the United States.

AUTOMOBILE—Elastic car bodies from three different manufacturers, with Pearson's speed and agility proving too much for the Rice defense. The Owls will now look to continue their winning streak as they prepare for their next game.
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